Blueberry
Pie-Baking
Contest
At the Craftsbury Farmers Market ‘s

Vermont Blueberry Festival
July 31, 2021
All entries should report to the pie contest table by 11:00 with their pie
and a completed entry form. Market vendors may not enter, sorry
friends. “Blueberry Pie” is up to your own interpretation, so long as it
includes blueberries as a main ingredient. There are no categories, just
one glorious and yummy collection of pies to be judged with all the
personal biases of a group of your community members.
A $50 Farmer’s Market Money prize will go to the winner!
So get baking!!!
Name:
Description of pie:
Contact info: phone#
email:

****Visit craftsburyfarmersmarket.com to print this form****
**email Kris with questions mama.kris.coville@gmail.com**

More information about contest guidelines:
*The stakes are high, the competition fierce, but this is just for the fun of it!
*One entry per person.
*All ages and baking levels welcome. As stated above all pies will be
competing as one category.
*Pies can look traditional or not, they can come in many shapes and sizes.
The one requirement is that blueberries are featured as a main ingredient.
*Your pie will be assigned a number, and judges will not know who baked
which pie.
*Judges will rate each pie from 1-5, then retaste the highest rated pies, if
more than one, and confer to choose a winner.
*Judges will follow their gut, literally, and judge each pie on the qualities
they feel make for good pie. No guidelines will be given to the judges on
this.
*After the judges have completed their task of choosing a winner, paper
plates and forks will be available for bystanders to try some. Must be
present to taste.
*Leftover pie and dishes should be picked up by the baker by the end of the
market, or when you need to leave. If you leave your dish and Kris has to
take it home and wash it for you, you will owe her a pie.

****Visit craftsburyfarmersmarket.com to print this form****
**email Kris with questions mama.kris.coville@gmail.com**

